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that has provided calibration, repair and sales

of all types of weighing and measurement products since 1931.



 
DAT – Digital Assistance Technology
More efficiency for your weighing applications
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Your project – 
  Our solutions and expertise

The successful implementation of a project starts with the selection of the necessary components.  
Rely on weighing technology from Sartorius and benefit from our years of experience in weighing road vehicles as well as 
silo and process vessels. Avoid tedious installations and unnecessary downtimes for the entire system using our innovative 
product features, the option of remote maintenance and our global service network. 

Choosing the right evaluation electronics can be essential for problem-free analysis of measured data.  
Thanks to our flexible connectivity concept, we can ensure quick and easy integration even in existing process 
management systems.

Made in Germany 
Production system operators in 
the process industry are placing 
increasingly high demands in terms 
of system availability. For this reason 
the components used must meet 
maximum quality and reliability 
requirements in order to minimise 
maintenance and repair work. To meet 
this requirement Sartorius ensures 
that its high-end industrial weighing 
technology is produced exclusively in 
Germany.

This includes: 
–  Production and assembly

–  Function tests for all individual load 
cells and evaluation electronics

–  Individual temperature adjustment 
for the load cells

–  In-house production of strain 
gauges

Flexible interfaces 
There is no standard for the 
connection of sensors in control or 
PC systems. Weight values are needed 
everywhere, and that's why we offer 
the widest variety of interfaces:

–  For controllers of various field buses 
including industrial Ethernet

–  For direct process controls, digital 
and analogue I/Os

–  For PC systems, serial or Ethernet 
with OPC technology, for example

Remote maintenance 
Devices can be serviced, configured 
and monitored via an Ethernet 
connection, either through a local 
network or online. Our customers 
are able to access their weighing 
electronics from anywhere at any 
time.

At home around the world 
Our global presence ensures your 
success. With intimate knowledge 
of local requirements, our service 
provides support throughout the 
world with:

–  Getting started

–  Maintenance

–  Repairs

–  Service (directly on site or via 
a hotline)
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Quick installation 
Our products have been developed 
with a focus on a high degree of  
user-friendliness and fast installation. 
We therefore regularly involve our 
customers in the further development 
of our products. From assembly 
through to the calibration procedure, 
our products make installation and 
setup easier thanks to:

–  Installation solutions with dummy 
function

–  Colour codes for easy cable 
connection

–  SMART calibration, one-minute 
calibration

–  DAT (Digital Assistance Technology) 
for active support during setup, 
operation and maintenance



DAT – Digital Assistance Technology 
  For increased system availability

In the past, manufacturers of weighing technology have presented 
themselves purely as component suppliers. They supplied their customers 
solely with load cells and electronics. Selecting the components to be used 
and assembling them correctly were most often simply left to the user. 
However, in order to assemble the technology correctly, companies who 
use weighing technology need to have wide-ranging specialist knowledge 
in order to guarantee that weighing results are correct and that there is a 
high degree of stability. 

For years Sartorius has helped customers select the right components. 
Support from experienced sales engineers means critical issues can be 
identified early on and solutions found for them. Using the knowledge we 
have gathered over many years, we have been able to refine our products 
so the costs involved in planning and installation are significantly reduced.  
A good example of this is the installation kits for the PR6001 series which 
significantly shorten the setup stage and guarantee maximum stability 
thanks to their integrated safety functions, such as the lift-off protector, 
the horizontal constrainer and the dummy function. 

In addition to the mechanical improvements, we have also investigated  
the electronic potential. Experience with features such as Smart 
Calibration has shown that there are functions that make the setup 
process more efficient. 

Sartorius has bundled together various functions under the DAT (Digital 
Assistance Technology) concept, to help users save time and money in  
all stages, be it setup, operation or maintenance.
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DAT – Digital Assistance Technology 
   Efficient use thanks to OEE

DAT – Digital Assistance Technology. This means various different  
product functions that help you to save time during setup and improve 
your system's availability (OEE – overall equipment effectiveness). 

The DAT concept can be divided into three sub-sections: 

–  Predefined routines enable the automatic transfer of load cell parameters 
and help ensure the optimal adjustment of the scale without the need  
for many years of experience of weighing technology. The system auto-
matically points out any critical issues during setup to the user. 

–  During ongoing operation, the system provides a fast and comprehensive 
overview of the scale's condition. Any errors arising are promptly 
displayed by the self-monitoring function.

–  For service and maintenance purposes, the system offers a very wide 
range of options for analysing errors and compensating for them, 
if required.

Save time during setup

   Identification of load cells

    Automatic corner correction

    System accuracy proposal

   Application-specific calibration

   Warning when load is not distributed 
evenly

Increase OEE during operation

   Temperature checks

   Information about load cell parameters

    Information about individual load 
distribution and nominal loads

    Immediate warning when load cells 
have failed

Increase OEE with easier service & 
maintenance

   Compensation for a failed load cell

   Overload counter

   Enhanced service functions

Identification 
of load cells

   Individual identification of 
connected load cells

   Automatic application of 
specific load cell parameters 
eliminates the need to input 
data manually 

Application-specific 
calibration

   Automatic detection of 
application (vehicle or silo/process 
vessel weighing)

   Virtual corner correction possible 
during vehicle weighing

   Fixed bearings can be used during 
silo and process vessel weighing



Information about  
load cell parameters

   Export of all relevant load cell 
parameters, such as nominal 
load, serial number and load 
cell type

   Makes work easier with 
inaccessible applications or 
illegible ID labels

Compensation 
for a failed load cell

   Simulation of a faulty load cell

   Prevents long downtimes

   Ensures high process reliability

   No recalibration necessary after 
replacing the load cells

DAT – Digital Assistance Technology
      Functions for more process transparency 

Setup Operation Service & maintenance

Time-saving Increased OEE

Load cell identification Temperature checks
Compensation  

for a failed load cell

Automatic corner correction
Information about  

load cell parameters
Overload counter

System accuracy  
proposal

Information about individual 
load distribution and 

nominal loads

Enhanced service functions

Application-specific  
calibration Immediate warning when load 

cells have failed
Warning when load is not 

distributed evenly
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Pendeo® Truck

PR 6024/68S  
cable junction box

Various printers

PR 6024/62S power supply unit

Maxxis 5

Digital weighing system –  
                         Pendeo® Truck

The DAT concept is available for weighing road vehicles as well as for weighing silo 
and process vessels. The Pendeo® Truck load cell is used for road vehicle weighing. 
Up to 12 load cells can be connected to the evaluation electronics. 

In addition to the cable junction box, an external power adapter is connected as 
the power supply. The following controllers can be used as compatible evaluation 
electronics for applications involving road vehicle weighing: Combics Pro, Maxxis 5 
or TSI. The X3 indicator can be used for simple applications working in combina-
tion with a superordinate system. 

Pendeo® Truck – The digital solution for reliable vehicle weighing
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Accessories for installing the 
entire measurement chain 

Evaluation electronics for 
different requirements

Pendeo® Process load cells 
with a load capacity of 2–50 t

Installation kits with additional 
integrated functions

Installation kits for  
earthquake-prone areas

Digital weighing system –  
                         Pendeo® Process 

Pendeo® Process is supplied for silo and process vessel applications. Pendeo® 
Process is identical in construction to the PR 6201, which is why all the installation 
components of these load cells can be used. 

The Maxxis 5 controller can be used to control independent weighing processes. 
The X3 can be used as an indicator and the PR 5230 and PR 5220 can be used as 
transmitters. If the Maxxis 5 is used, up to four Pendeo® load cells can be supplied 
directly by the controller. A separate power supply unit is not required in this case.

Pendeo® Process – The key to your digital silo and process vessel weighing



Pendeo® Truck – The most important   
                     functions for vehicle weighing

Warning when load is not  
distributed evenly

   Monitoring of individual 
load on each load cell

   Errors in the mechanical 
construction of the scale can 
be detected during setup

 
Automatic corner correction

 
Temperature checks

 
Overload counter

   Pendeo® load cells allow virtual 
corner correction 

   Need for manual corner 
correction eliminated by 
soldering in adjustable resistors

   Integrated temperature sensor 
facilitates continuous monitoring 
of temperature

   Helps to determine whether heat 
protection may be required

   Integrated overload counter 
indicates whether and how often 
the load cell has been loaded 
above its maximum load range

   Scale overload can be detected
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System accuracy proposal

Immediate warning  
when load cells have failed

Information about individual load 
distribution and nominal loads

 
Enhanced service functions

   Scale is ready for use immediately

   The number and nominal load of 
the connected load cells are used 
to propose an optimal system 
accuracy default 

   Simplified calibration saves time 
and money during setup

   Immediate warning if a load cell 
malfunctions

   Unique identification of faulty 
load cells possible using serial 
numbers

   Overview of current load 
distribution

   Damage to individual load  
cells due to overloading can  
be prevented

   Enhanced service functions 
provide the option of saving all 
configuration parameters in a 
text file

   Simplified identification and 
correction of faults by Sartorius 
Service

Pendeo® Process – The most important 
           functions for silo and process vessel weighing
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Europe
Germany
Sartorius Weighing Technology GmbH
Weender Landstrasse 94–108
37075 Goettingen

Phone +49.551.308.0
Fax +49.551.308.3289

info.mechatronics@sartorius.com
www.sartorius.com 

Sartorius Mechatronics 
C&D GmbH & Co. KG.
Am Gut Wolf 11
52070 Aachen

Phone +49.241.1827.0
Fax +49.241.1827.213

Sartorius Mechatronics T&H GmbH
Meiendorfer Strasse 205
22145 Hamburg

Phone +49.40.67960.303
Fax +49.40.67960.383

Austria
Sartorius Austria GmbH
Franzosengraben 12
1030 Vienna

Phone +43.1.7965760.0
Fax +43.1.7965760.24

industrie.austria@sartorius.com

Belgium
Sartorius Mechatronics
Belgium N.V.
Leuvensesteenweg, 248/B
1800 Vilvoorde

Phone +32.2.756.06.71
Fax +32.2.253.45.95

info.belgium@sartorius.com

France & Suisse Romande
Sartorius Mechatronics France SAS 
Parc d’affaires Technopolis – 
L.P.: 853 Bâtiment SIGMA – 
RDC 3 Avenue du Canada
91940 Les Ulis, France

Phone +33.1.6919.2100
Fax +33.1.6920.0922

internet.france@sartorius.com

Ireland
Sartorius Mechatronics Ireland Ltd.
Unit 41, The Business Centre
Stadium Business Park
Ballycoolin Road
Dublin 11

Phone +353.1.8089050
Fax +353.1.8089388

info.ireland@sartorius.com

Italy
Sartorius Mechatronics Italy S.r.l.
Viale A. Casati, 4
20853 Muggiò (MB)

Phone +39.039.46591
Fax +39.039.465988

mecsales.italy@sartorius.com

Netherlands
Sartorius Mechatronics
Netherlands B.V.
Edisonbaan 24
3439 MN Nieuwegein

Phone +31.30.6053001
Fax +31.30.6052917

weegtechniek.nl@sartorius.com

Poland
Sartorius Poland Sp. z o.o.
ul. Wrzesinska 70
62-025 Kostrzyn

Phone +48.61.6473830
Fax +48.61.6473839

pwc.pl@sartorius.com

Spain
Sartorius Mechatronics Spain S.A.U.
Offices in Madrid:
C/ Isabel Colbrand, 10–12, of. 70
28050 Madrid

Phone +34.90.212.33.67
Fax +34.91.358.84.85

spain.weighing@sartorius.com

Switzerland
Sartorius Mechatronics Switzerland AG
Ringstrasse 24a
8317 Tagelswangen (ZH)

Phone +41.44.746.50.00
Fax +41.44.746.50.50

mechatronics.switzerland@
sartorius.com

U.K.
Sartorius Mechatronics UK Ltd.
Longmead Business Centre
Blenheim Road, Epsom
Surrey KT19 9QQ

Phone +44.1372.737102
Fax +44.1372.729927

uk.customerservice@sartorius.com

America
USA
Sartorius Mechatronics Corporation
5 Orville Drive, Suite 200
Bohemia, NY 11716

Phone +1.631.254.4249
Toll-free +1.800.635.2906
Fax +1.631.254.4253

wt.sales@sartorius.com

Asia|Pacific
China
Sartorius Scientific
Instruments (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
33 Yu An Road, Airport Industrial Park 
Zone B,
Shunyi District, Beijing 101300 , 
P.R.China

Phone +86.10.8042.6555
Fax +86.10.8042.6486

ssil@sartorius.com

India
Sartorius Mechatronics India Pvt. Ltd.
#69/2-69/3, Jakkasandra,
Kunigal Road, Nelamangala Tq
Bangalore – 562 123

Phone +91.80.4350.5250

mechatronics.india@sartorius.com

Japan
Sartorius Mechatronics Japan K.K.
4F Daiwa Shinagawa North Bldg.
8-11, Kita-Shinagawa 1-chome
Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 140-0001

Phone +81.3.3740.5174
Fax +81.3.3740.5406

info@sartorius.co.jp

Philippines
Sartorius Mechatronics Philippines, 
Incorporated
Unit 20-A The World Centre Building
330 Senator Gil Puyat, Makati City
Philippines

Phone +632.864.0929
Fax +632.864.0932

enquiry.philippines@sartorius.com

Sales and Service Contacts for Industrial Weighing
For contacts in other countries that are not mentioned below, please visit www.sartorius.com or contact us.

www.sartorius.com/industrial-weighing




